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ABSTRACT

RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) play a critical role in
the regulation of alternative splicing (AS), a preva-
lent mechanism for generating transcriptomic and
proteomic diversity in eukaryotic cells. Studies have
shown that AS can be regulated by RBPs in a
binding-site-position dependent manner. Depending
on where RBPs bind, splicing of an alternative exon
can be enhanced or suppressed. Therefore, spatial
analyses of RBP motifs and binding sites around al-
ternative exons will help elucidate splicing regulation
by RBPs. The development of high-throughput se-
quencing technologies has allowed transcriptome-
wide analyses of AS and RBP–RNA interactions.
Given a set of differentially regulated alternative
exons obtained from RNA sequencing (RNA-seq)
experiments, the rMAPS web server (http://rmaps.
cecsresearch.org) performs motif analyses of RBPs
in the vicinity of alternatively spliced exons and
creates RNA maps that depict the spatial patterns
of RBP motifs. Similarly, rMAPS can also perform
spatial analyses of RBP–RNA binding sites identi-
fied by cross-linking immunoprecipitation sequenc-
ing (CLIP-seq) experiments. We anticipate rMAPS will
be a useful tool for elucidating RBP regulation of
alternative exon splicing using high-throughput se-
quencing data.

INTRODUCTION

RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) are proteins that bind to
mRNAs or non-coding RNAs and play diverse roles in
post-transcriptional processing and regulation of RNA (1).
One of the important post-transcriptional regulatory roles
of RBPs is the regulation of alternative splicing (AS). AS
is a prevalent mechanism for generating transcriptomic and
proteomic complexity in eukaryotic cells (2). Many stud-

ies have shown that RBP regulation of AS is dependent on
the binding site positions of RBP with respect to the reg-
ulated alternative exons (3–7). For example, the Epithelial
Splicing Regulatory Proteins 1 and 2 (ESRP1/2) are mas-
ter RBP regulators of AS in epithelial cells (4,8). In gen-
eral, splicing is enhanced when ESRP binds to pre-mRNA
downstream of the exon, while splicing is suppressed when
ESRP binds to pre-mRNA upstream of or within the exon
(Figure 1A) (3,4). Therefore, spatial analyses of RBP motif
or binding sites around regulated alternative exons may re-
veal whether and how AS events in specific biological pro-
cesses are controlled by specific RBPs. Figure 1B shows a
schematic RNA map depicting the spatial distribution of
the ESRP motif around ESRP-regulated alternative exons,
which indicates a higher motif/binding site density down-
stream of ESRP-enhanced exons (red peaks) and upstream
of or within ESRP-silenced exons (blue peaks).

The significant advances in high-throughput sequenc-
ing technologies have enabled transcriptome-wide analy-
ses of AS and RBP–RNA interactions. RNA-seq has be-
come a widely used approach to identify differentially regu-
lated alternative exons in specific biological processes (9). In
parallel, cross-linking immunoprecipitation (CLIP)-seq can
identify transcriptome-wide binding sites of a given RBP
within endogenous RNA transcripts (10). To date, special-
ized bioinformatics tools and pipelines have been developed
for AS analysis of RNA-seq data (9,11), or for RBP bind-
ing site analysis of CLIP-seq data (12–14), but these two
types of analyses are carried out separately. To our knowl-
edge, there is no user-friendly software or web-based tool
that integrates RNA-seq analysis of AS, with information
of RBP consensus motifs or CLIP-seq RBP binding sites.
Such a tool will be useful for identifying candidate RBPs
that control regulated AS events in specific biological pro-
cesses, and reveal their potential position-dependent effects
on exon splicing.

In this paper, we introduce a new web server rMAPS
(RNA Map Analysis and Plotting Server, http://rmaps.
cecsresearch.org), to perform RBP motif or binding site
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Figure 1. Binding-site-position dependent regulation of epithelial specific AS by ESRP proteins. The solid black exon in the middle is the ESRP regulated
exon. (A) ESRP generally enhances splicing when it binds to the downstream intron while it suppresses splicing when it binds to the upstream intron or
within the regulated exon. (B) A schematic RNA map for the spatial distribution of the ESRP consensus motif around different categories of alternative
exons. The red line represents the enriched ESRP motif in the downstream intron of ESRP-enhanced exons, while the blue line represents the enriched
ESRP motif in the upstream intron and within the exon of ESRP-silenced exons. The black line represents the motif density for background (non-regulated)
exons.

analyses for differentially regulated alternative exons ob-
tained from RNA-seq experiments. Specifically, from a list
of alternatively spliced exons, rMAPS performs motif en-
richment analyses of RBPs within the exonic and flanking
intronic regions and plots the spatial distributions of RBP
motif density (RNA maps) for a set of known RBP mo-
tifs collected from the literature (15–17) (see Supplemen-
tary file 1 for the list of RBPs currently supported). Fur-
thermore, rMAPS can examine RBP binding sites within
endogenous RNAs identified by CLIP-seq and create an
RNA map to visualize the spatial distribution of binding
sites for the RBP of interest. Collectively, the rMAPS web
server provides an efficient and user-friendly interface for
generating RNA maps using known RBP motifs as well as
CLIP-seq data of any specific RBP. rMAPS is free and open
to all users and there is no login requirement.

rMAPS WEB SERVER

rMAPS provides two major types of analyses: RBP motif
analysis and CLIP-seq RBP binding site analysis. In the
context of this work, we define RBP motif as the consensus
binding sequence of a given RBP, represented in the form
of a regular expression. Consensus motif patterns of numer-
ous RBPs have been defined by in vitro protein–RNA bind-
ing assays, such as RNAcompete (17) and RNA Bind-n-Seq
(18). We define RBP binding sites as the locations where the
RBP binds to endogenous RNA transcripts, which can be
identified across the transcriptome using CLIP-seq. After
introducing the overall workflow of the rMAPS web server
below, we will explain both analyses in detail and describe

the required inputs, the resulting outputs, and details of the
actual implementation.

Overall workflow

The overall workflow of rMAPS is shown in Figure 2. Dur-
ing the pre-processing step (outside of the dashed red box),
RNA-seq data is processed offline using existing AS anal-
ysis tools (such as rMATS (11) and MISO (9)) to compile
the sets of differentially regulated and non-regulated con-
trol exons. The coordinates of these exons along with known
RBP motifs are used in the motif analysis that generates a
series of RNA maps depicting the spatial distributions of
RBP motifs around the regulated exons. Users can exam-
ine the resulting maps to identify candidate RBPs as well as
their position-dependent effects on exon inclusion or skip-
ping.

Similarly, for the CLIP-seq binding site analysis, the co-
ordinates of regulated alternative exons are coupled with
CLIP-seq binding sites identified by CLIP-seq peak callers
such as Piranha (12), PIPE-CLIP (13), and PARalyzer (14)
to examine the spatial distributions of RBP binding sites
within the alternative exons and adjacent intronic regions.

RBP motif analysis

In the RBP motif analysis, rMAPS seeks to identify the
known consensus motifs of RBPs that are significantly en-
riched in differentially regulated AS events between two
sample groups as compared to control (non-regulated back-
ground) AS events. Additionally, rMAPS generates plots
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Figure 2. Overall workflow of rMAPS. The RBP motif analysis takes the AS analysis results from RNA-seq data, then scans for the occurrences of the
known RBP motifs around the differentially regulated alternative exons to generate an RNA map for each RBP. Similarly the CLIP-seq binding site analysis
generates an RNA map using the signals of CLIP-seq binding sites around the differentially regulated alternative exons.

to visualize the spatial distributions of RBP motif density
within the exons and flanking intronic regions. Motif anal-
ysis requires the following inputs:

(i) AS events from RNA-seq data: these events can be au-
tomatically processed and retrieved from rMATS (11)
or MISO (9) outputs for exon skipping events or pro-
vided by users following the required input format.
When rMATS or MISO output files are uploaded to
the web server, exon skipping events with at least 5%
increase in exon inclusion level at rMATS FDR 5%
(or MISO Bayes factor > 10) between treatment (case)
versus control sample groups are compiled as upreg-
ulated exons. Exon skipping events with at least 5%
decrease in exon inclusion level at rMATS FDR 5%
(or MISO Bayes factor > 10) are treated as downregu-
lated exons. Alternative exons without splicing changes
(rMATS FDR > 50% or MISO Bayes factor < 1, max-
imum exon inclusion level > 15%, minimum exon in-
clusion level < 85%) are compiled and used as control
(non-regulated background) exons. When the user pro-
vides the events, each event is required to have eight
tab-delimited columns. The eight columns are chromo-
some, strand and six columns for the start and end co-
ordinates of the target exon as well as its upstream and
downstream flanking exons.

(ii) RBPs with known consensus motifs: rMAPS has col-
lected known consensus motifs of 115 RBPs includ-
ing numerous well-characterized splicing factors from
the literature (15–17). These motifs are included in the

analysis by default. Users can also input additional
consensus motifs as shown in Figure 3A.

(iii) Optional parameters to specify flanking intron size, exon
size, sliding window size, step-size (or interval) and ad-
ditional motifs: For each motif, rMAPS scans for mo-
tif occurrences separately in exons or their upstream
and downstream introns. By default, rMAPS examines
250bp upstream or downstream intronic sequences
and the first 50bp of the 5′ or 3′ end of exonic se-
quences. To calculate motif density, rMAPS examines
a 50bp sliding window to count the number of nu-
cleotides covered by a given motif. rMAPS slides this
window by 1bp at a time. Users can customize these
values as shown in Figure 3A to set the size of the in-
tronic or exonic sequence included in analysis, the size
of the sliding window, the step-size (or interval), as well
as additional user-defined motifs provided in the form
of regular expression.

Once all required inputs are provided, rMAPS scans for
the occurrences of each RBP motif in the upstream exon,
upstream flanking intron, target exon, downstream flank-
ing intron and downstream exon separately. For intronic
sequences, rMAPS excludes the 20bp sequence within the
3′ splice site and the 6bp sequence within the 5′ splice site
which are strongly constrained by the consensus splice site
signals. For each motif, rMAPS calculates its motif score
(density) within a given 50bp window as the overall per-
centage of nucleotides covered by the motif. After com-
puting motif scores separately for the upregulated, down-
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Figure 3. A view of rMAPS input and output pages. (A) Input page for the motif analysis tool. After providing all required inputs, clicking on ‘Run’ button
will start the analysis. (B) An example output page of the motif analysis tool. It reports RNA maps for known RBP motifs along with a URL link for the
entire results for future use. (C) Input page for the CLIP-seq binding site analysis tool. It requires AS events from RNA-seq data and peaks from CLIP-seq
data. (D) An example output page of the CLIP-seq binding site analysis tool. It reports an RNA map for the RBP of interest and a URL link for the entire
results for future use.

regulated and control (non-regulated background) exons,
rMAPS plots motif scores for these three sets of exons in
red, blue and black respectively. rMAPS then generates an
RNA map for each motif to visualize the spatial distribu-
tions of motif score (density) for each RBP (Figure 3B).
In addition, to identify specific positions with significant
difference in motif score between different sets of exons,
rMAPS performs Wilcoxon’s rank sum test for each sliding
window between upregulated versus control or downregu-
lated versus control exons, and plots P-values (Figure 3B).
rMAPS also provides a URL link for the entire results for
future use (Figure 3B).

CLIP-seq binding site analysis

In the CLIP-seq binding site analysis, rMAPS combines dif-
ferentially regulated AS events from RNA-seq with RBP
binding sites from CLIP-seq. rMAPS then generates an
RNA map of binding sites near the target alternative exons.
The following inputs are required for the CLIP-seq binding
site analysis (Figure 3C):

(i) AS events from RNA-seq data: the same input used for
the RBP motif analysis (described above) can be used
for the CLIP-seq binding site analysis.

(ii) RBP binding sites from CLIP-seq data: RBP binding
sites called from CLIP-seq peak callers such as Piranha
(12), PIPE-CLIP (13), and PARalyzer (14). Each peak
is required to have at least seven tab-delimited columns
which are chromosome, peak start coordinate, peak
end coordinate, peak ID, peak height (or read count),
strand, and P-value.

(iii) RBP name: name of the RBP used in the CLIP-seq ex-
periment. This name is displayed in the RNA map.

(iv) Optional parameters to specify flanking intron size, exon
size, sliding window size, and step-size (or interval):
the same optional parameters used for the RBP motif
analysis (described above) can be used for the CLIP-
seq binding site analysis.

Similar to the RBP motif analysis described previously,
after compiling differential AS events and control AS events
from RNA-seq data, rMAPS evaluates the signals of CLIP-
seq binding sites in the upstream exon, upstream flanking
intron, target exon, downstream flanking intron, and down-
stream exon separately. rMAPS then generates an RNA
map by plotting the spatial distributions of average CLIP-
seq signals around upregulated, downregulated, and con-
trol (non-regulated) exons in different colors (Figure 3D).
rMAPS also provides a URL link for the entire results for
future use (Figure 3D).
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rMAPS web server implementation

The server is implemented in HTML, PHP and Python.
The front page runs on Windows Server 2012 R2 with In-
tel Xeon E5345 2.33GHz 4-core CPUs. To ensure a rea-
sonable run time for each analysis, the actual analysis is
performed on a cluster that runs on CentOS7 with Intel
Xeon X5670 2.93GHz 6-core CPUs equipped with 144GB
DDR3-10600R ECC Registered Memory. The typical run
time of each analysis is less than 10 min.

CONCLUSIONS

We have developed rMAPS, a web server to integrate RNA-
seq results of differential alternative exon regulation, with
information of RBP motif occurrence or CLIP-seq bind-
ing sites across the transcriptome. RNA-seq has become a
popular approach for global analyses of AS. It is typical for
an RNA-seq study to identify hundreds or even thousands
of differential AS events between different biological states.
However, RNA-seq data alone does not provide informa-
tion on how these differential AS events are regulated. RBPs
are master regulators of post-transcriptional RNA process-
ing including AS (1). Numerous studies have demonstrated
that global changes in AS in specific biological processes are
usually mediated by differential expression or activity of a
small number of RBPs that interact with the pre-mRNAs
(19) through their consensus motifs. Moreover, a number
of RBPs have been found to display binding-site-position
dependent activity on exon splicing (3–7). Based on these
observations and assumptions, it is customary for RNA-seq
studies of AS regulation to search for enriched RBP motifs,
or explore the spatial distributions of consensus RBP mo-
tifs or binding sites around the differentially spliced exons.
rMAPS provides an easy-to-use web interface to perform
these important analyses, with a primary goal on identi-
fying RBPs with significant motif/binding site enrichment
and/or potential position-dependent regulatory roles. We
expect that rMAPS will be a useful tool for elucidating RBP
regulation of AS using high-throughput sequencing data.

The implementation of the rMAPS web server still has
limitations and room for improvement. Currently, rMAPS
only works with the exon skipping type of AS events. This
is the most prevalent form of AS in animals and RNA map
analyses have been traditionally performed on exon skip-
ping events (3–7). In the future, we will expand the plot-
ting functions of rMAPS to generate RNA maps for other
types of AS, such as alternative 5′/3′ splice sites, mutu-
ally exclusive exon usage, and intron retention. Also, the
current rMAPS server requires users to provide CLIP-seq
data/peak calling results as the input for CLIP-seq bind-
ing site analyses of AS. This is not a major issue because
many RBP studies carry out RNA-seq and CLIP-seq exper-
iments in parallel. Nonetheless, we should note that CLIP-
seq datasets on a large number of RBPs across a variety of
cell types and tissues have been generated and released into
the public domain (20). In the future, we plan to incorpo-
rate public CLIP-seq datasets into the rMAPS server, which
will enhance its ability to explore RBP binding events in any
RNA-seq dataset.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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